A bricolage-style exploratory scenario analysis to manage uncertainty in socio-environmental systems modeling: investigating integrated water management options
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Abstract
Exploratory analysis, while useful in assessing the implications of model assumptions under large uncertainty, is considered at best a semi-structured activity. There is no algorithmic way for performing exploratory analysis and the existing canonical techniques have their own limitations. To overcome this, we advocate a bricolage-style exploratory scenario analysis, which can be crafted by pragmatically and strategically combining different methods and practices. Our argument is illustrated using a case study in integrated water management in the Murray-Darling Basin, Australia. Scenario ensembles are generated to investigate potential policy innovations, climate and crop market conditions, as well as the effects of uncertainties in model components and parameters. Visualizations, regression trees and marginal effect analyses are exploited to make sense of the ensemble of scenarios. The analysis includes identifying patterns within a scenario ensemble, by visualizing initial hypotheses that are informed by prior knowledge, as well as by visualizing new hypotheses based on identified influential variables. Context-specific relationships are explored by analyzing which values of drivers and management options influence outcomes. Synthesis is achieved by identifying context-specific solutions to consider as part of policy design. The process of analysis is cast as a process of finding patterns and formulating questions within the ensemble of scenarios that merit further examination, allowing end-users to make the decision as to what underlying assumptions should be accepted, and whether uncertainties have been sufficiently explored. This approach is especially advantageous when the precise intentions of management are still subject to deliberations. By describing the reasoning and steps behind a bricolage-style exploratory analysis, we hope to raise awareness of the value of sharing this kind of (common but not often documented) analysis process, and motivate further work to improve sharing of know-how about bricolage in practice.
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1. Introduction

Modeling is a useful tool for integrated water resource management, especially if the right questions are posited and addressed during the model construction process (Badham et al., 2019). It provides a framework for systematically accounting for physical processes and constraints, such as mass balance, and in the case of integrated modeling, providing explicit representations of socio-environmental relationships between actions and ecological, economic and social impacts. Modeling can promote understanding and help to improve management, but models also act as constraining devices, imposing certain assumptions and perspectives (Landry et al., 1996). Model results are therefore often contested, because one way out of a disagreeable situation is to raise doubts about the model.

To take one high profile example in Australia, questioning the models was one of the responses to the “Guide to the Proposed Murray-Darling Basin Plan” in 2010 (Murray–Darling Basin Authority, 2010). The Guide was intended to seek feedback from stakeholders on a plan to return water to the environment, including through reductions in water allocations to users, and through investment in water efficiency measures (Murray–Darling Basin Authority, 2010). As part of their submission, one irrigation body challenged the approach, questioning the model conceptualizations and the assumptions that went into the models (Murray Irrigation Limited, 2010). They argued that the data “does not match any of the ‘famous’ numbers that are more commonly used in the irrigation industry.” Subsequently, some of these concerns were assessed in an independent review of the science and modeling underpinning the Guide (Pollino et al., 2011). The MDB situation serves to highlight the challenge of dealing with pervasive uncertainty in water management; “deep” uncertainty in particular has been defined as “fundamental disagreement about the driving forces that will shape the future, the probability distributions used to represent uncertainty and key variables, and how to value alternative outcomes” (Lempert, 2002).

On the one hand, a number of well-known strategies do exist to evaluate and/or defend a model. In the field of water resources modeling, strategies and techniques for improving model performance have been studied extensively. Reviews are available on model calibration and validation (Daggupati et al., 2015; Moriasi et al., 2015), evaluation (Bennett et al., 2013; Moriasi et al., 2007), and the analysis of sensitivity (Saltelli, Chan, et al., 2000) and uncertainty (Beck, 1987; Guzman et al., 2015; Refsgaard et al., 2007). Readers are directed to this literature for more detailed discussion. Validation would, for instance, show why the assumptions used are more appropriate than the “famous numbers” in the example situation above, in an endeavour to argue that the model results are sufficiently accurate to lead to action (Refsgaard & Knudsen, 1996). The validation process could take into account stakeholder information and fitness-for-purpose criteria (Haasnoot et al., 2014). An uncertainty quantification approach would identify the range of outcomes supported by the data (Pappenberger & Beven, 2006), allowing testing of success. Alternatively, the potential for a successful modeling outcome could be assigned levels of confidence or be accompanied by reporting model performance (Bennett et al., 2013), leaving decision makers to decide what they want to believe. Promises could be made to utilize adaptive management (Williams, 2011) where decisions may be made more favorable in future as knowledge improves. In any particular case, it is possible that a combination of these approaches would be sufficient to alleviate stakeholder objections and allow model results to be more acceptable.

On the other hand, these strategies are unsatisfactory for modeling problems characterized by pervasive uncertainty. Philosophically-speaking, validation of models of natural systems is generally accepted as being impossible because natural systems are never closed, such that results are non-unique (Oreskes et al., 1994). Practically-speaking, there is a lack of suitable observational data, and in many cases unchallenged theory, to test the modeling with sufficient detail. Modelers acknowledge that they make compromises because of limited resources and information constraints. In qualifying the prediction itself, uncertainty quantification and levels of confidence are effectively meta-predictions that may in turn be contested.

All of these approaches treat a model as consolidative (Bankes, 1993), an (uncertain) proxy or surrogate of a system, such that the usefulness of results depends on how well the model is deemed to match the system (which can be assessed through model evaluation). In recognition of this issue, Hodges (1991) introduced a new theory for the use and interpretation of even inadequately validated models. This approach was extended by Hodges and Dewar (1992) and generalized into the alternative paradigm of exploratory modeling by Bankes (1993). The model is viewed simply as a way of assessing implications of assumptions, thereby supporting reasoning and argument more explicitly. The analysis itself may either be adaptive or static (Maier et al., 2016).
Reasoning within an adaptive approach involves planning for future changes in understanding, whereas the static approach relies on understanding of assumptions at a single snapshot in time. Scenarios are a central concept of many exploratory methods, both adaptive and static. Scenarios can be seen as coherent descriptions of multiple alternative hypothetical futures, arising from different assumptions. It describes how the future will unfold if you take a specific set of assumptions to be true. In their review, Maier et al. (2016) describe this paradigm as exploring multiple plausible futures, in contrast to quantifying future uncertainty or anticipating the future based on best available knowledge. A single model often includes some aspects that are treated as exploratory (e.g. future scenarios) and others as consolidative (e.g. parameterization of the model). However, the two paradigms are distinctly different in their relation to reality.

Bankes (2002) and Lempert (2002) implemented exploratory modeling using large ensembles of computational experiments, agent-based models and visualizations. More recent work includes that of Bankes et al. (2013) and Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013). One option is to look at what assumptions lead to particular outcomes, such as by identifying ranges of variables responsible (Brown et al., 2012; Bryant & Lempert, 2010) or identifying how far the values of variables would need to change (Ben-Haim, 2006; Guillaume et al., 2016). Another option is to look at what can be said about a problem despite uncertainties, i.e. what holds true in all the scenarios considered plausible (Fu & Guillaume, 2014; Guillaume et al., 2015), or what is “robust” by some metric (Giuliani & Castelletti, 2016; Herman et al., 2015; Kwakkel, Eker, et al., 2016; McPhail et al., 2018). An example of these approaches is robust decision making (Hall et al., 2012; Lempert et al., 2003), which iteratively searches for actions with robust outcomes and explores the circumstances leading to failure. Extensions of this basic concept, for example, consider many objectives (Kasprzyk et al., 2013) and allow for adaptation over time (Beh et al., 2015; Hamarat et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2016; Walker et al., 2013). Practical implementations exist for such conceptual advances, for example the Exploratory Modeling Workbench (Kwakkel, 2017) and Project Platypus (Hadka, 2016, 2019) in Python, and several packages in R (Bryant, 2014; Hadka et al., 2015).

Exploratory analysis is, however, considered at best a semi-structured activity. There is no algorithmic way for performing exploratory analysis. The existing canonical techniques such as Info-Gap (Ben-Haim, 2006), Robust Decision Making (Lempert & Collins, 2007), Scenario Discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010), Multi-Objective Robust Decision Making (MORDM) (Kasprzyk et al., 2013) and Robust Adaptive Design (Hamarat et al., 2013) provide some suggestions on how exploratory analysis can be performed, but they are not the only ways, and have their own limitations. There is a large body of literature comparing these recipes (Buurman & Babovic, 2016; Gersonius et al., 2015; Hall et al., 2012; Kwakkel, Haasnoot, et al., 2016; Matrosov et al., 2013; Roach et al., 2015; Roach et al., 2016). However each recipe is a list of pre-defined step-wise techniques. It has already been acknowledged that the combination of steps and techniques is unique to the problem (Herman et al., 2015; Kwakkel & Haasnoot, 2019).

Instead of confining ourselves to existing techniques, we advocate for recognition of bricolage-style exploratory analyses, where instead of following a fixed recipe, the steps and techniques are combined by the analysts so that the processes are adaptive, the methodologies are fit-for-purpose and aligned with the analysts’ resources, skill and style. This bricolage-style analysis is consistent with the constructive decision-aiding approach (Tsoukiás, 2008) where the problem is formulated and evaluated as part of the decision-aiding process, which calls for more flexible and adaptive methods for tool or technique selection. Closely related to multi-methodology research and the design sciences (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2007), such a bricolage is gaining recognition as an approach that makes best use of available techniques, recognizing that appropriate existing methods are not always available and that science is not as “clean, simple and procedural” as one might like (Kincheloe, 2001; Yee, 2010).

This article aims to contribute an exemplar of how an exploratory scenario analysis can be crafted by “bricolage”, that is, by pragmatically and strategically choosing and applying different methods and practices (Kincheloe, 2005). A hypothetical case study is presented of conjunctive use of surface and groundwater, based on a typical catchment in the Murray-Darling Basin, Australia (Section 2.1), along with an integrated model of the system (Supplementary Material A). Our conceptualization of the exploratory scenario analysis process is then described, highlighting the key practices we selected (Section 2.2). For a selection of scenarios (Section 2.3), the results illustrate the type of reasoning and insights achieved with the process and practices selected (Section 3).

Relative to existing literature, our hypothetical case study emphasizes using a range of transferable practices to generate general insights that might be useful for further discussion of the modeling issue at stake. The modeling
context involves an analyst preparing to give expert advice. Rather than the model results being used directly, the expert is responsible for their interpretation, and communication of any insights to a broader decision-making process. This interpretation process then addresses additional issues such as uncertainty in value judgements and contextual framing. To aid transferability, we have tried to explicitly describe each practice in such a way that the reader can evaluate whether they would want to use it in their work. The relation of each practice to existing literature is further discussed in Section 4. Notably, the case study complements another hypothetical example given by Moallemi et al. (2018), which similarly advocates for mixing methods in the context of exploratory modeling, specifically from a multi-method design perspective.

2. Methods

2.1 Hypothetical case study

We use a hypothetical (but realistic) case study in water resources management to demonstrate the use of exploratory scenario analysis for discovering candidate options and related uncertainties. The case study area is representative of part of the lower Namoi catchment in Australia, which is a semi-arid agricultural catchment. The entire lower Namoi has previously been studied though a more consolidative modeling approach by Letcher et al. (2004), and many lessons especially from the stakeholder engagement aspects of the work are communicated in Croke et al. (2007). Here we describe the system in terms of the XLRM framework of Lempert et al. (2003), which includes exogenous uncertainties (X), policy levers (L), relationships/model (R) and measures or output metrics (M).

This coupled human-natural system has high exogenous uncertainty (X) in terms of both natural variability in the biophysical system as well as gaps in our knowledge about how the biophysical and human system work and interact. Climate and crop market variability, hydrological and hydrogeological behaviors, irrigation efficiency and water requirements of the riparian vegetation all have various levels of uncertainty. The process of defining scenarios for these uncertainties is described in Section 2.3, and summarized in Table 1.

The policy levers (L) of the framework belong to the catchment managers and farmers. The case study here contains one representative farm which grows summer crops such as cotton, maize, sorghum and soybean, and winter crops such as chickpeas, faba bean and wheat. The crops are currently either under flood irrigation or dryland cropping, the latter relying only on rain water. The irrigation water is obtained from the river and groundwater, the amount of which is in part constrained by water allocation rules in the area. Farmers need to make business decisions about crop selection, areas to plant and the means and amount of irrigation in order to make a profit. Policy makers set up water allocation rules that balance water needs, specifically water resources for consumptive users (largely farmers), and protecting the environment, in this case the riparian vegetation along the river. The riparian vegetation (river red gum) relies on regular flooding and suitable groundwater levels to remain healthy.

Water scarcity is one of the major threats to the study area and different adaptation options are being explored at both farm and local water management scale. Adaptation options at farm scale include adopting more efficient and costly systems than flood irrigation, such as drip or spray irrigation. Farmers’ attitude towards adopting new technology may also influence its uptake. At a local water management scale, water allocation rules (surface water and/or groundwater) determine how water is shared between irrigators and between irrigators and environment. There are both surface and groundwater allocation rules in place, but their rules are developed and managed separately. All of these adaptation options may change the outcomes in farm profits and environmental health in the area.

The goal of the investigation is to assess the implications of management and policy options in such a representative agricultural and policy landscape given its pervasive uncertainties, including the different value judgements along the anthropocentrism-partnership-ecocentrism spectrum (van Asselt & Rotmans, 1996). Due to the complexity of the issue, quantitative management objectives are not available. The expectation is that the learning from the analysis can be used to support further system-scale research and deliberation between stakeholder farmers, managers and communities in similarly broad water allocation contexts. To achieve these objectives, computational experiments using an integrated model of the coupled human-natural system are iteratively designed within the context of exploratory scenario analysis (Section 2.2).
The integrated model (R) was developed to enable the analysis of indicators of the ecological and economic impacts of climate, technology, markets, and policy. A daily hydrological model (including surface and groundwater) (Blakers et al., 2011; Croke & Jakeman, 2004) interacts with models of annual farmer decisions (Letcher et al., 2004), water policy, and ecology (Fu & Guillaume, 2014). These component models were evaluated when possible with available observation data. The conceptual diagrams for the integrated model and descriptions of the component models are provided in Supplementary Material A.

Six output metrics (M)/indicators were produced:

- Mean annual farm profit in millions of dollars
- Standard deviation of mean annual farm profit, representing the variation in profit (which may arise from variations in climate, market conditions and farming practices)
- Mean annual suitability index of the flow regime for the maintenance of river red gum
- Mean annual suitability index of the groundwater regime for the maintenance of river red gum
- Mean annual groundwater depth in meters below ground
- Minimum annual groundwater depth in meters below ground

In addition, when evaluating the economic and environmental outcomes, people (e.g. farmers, water managers, communities) have different value judgements in terms of how these outcomes should be balanced when faced with a trade-off. As special cases, some may favour profit over environmental outcome (anthropocentrism), some may favour environmental outcome over profit (ecocentrism), while some may hold a balanced value judgement (partnership) (van Asselt & Rotmans, 1996). However, most of the time the values lie somewhere along the scale of anthropocentrism and ecocentrism, and the trade-offs are often not “one or the other”, but “how much of each”.

The results were also aggregated based on assumptions of different value judgements in the community in terms of trade-offs between these outcomes. Because the model outputs are in different units and scales (e.g. profits are in million dollars and groundwater depths range from 7.5-30m), each output type \( x \) was firstly rescaled to 0-1 based on their ranges \( (x'_\min = \frac{x-\min}{\max-\min}) \). Then the different indicators were aggregated using weights to reflect a value judgement. Four scenarios were tested as illustration of how values affect results:

- Equal weight: for those valuing farm profit and environment equally, equal weights were given to the profit, groundwater and ecological outcomes.
- Profit-focused: for those valuing profits more than environment, a weight of 0.6 was given to profit, and 0.2 to both ecological and groundwater outcomes.
- Ecology-focused: for those valuing ecological outcomes (river red gum) more than others, a weight of 0.6 was given to ecology, and 0.2 to both profits and groundwater.
- Groundwater-focused: for those valuing sustainability of the groundwater resource, a weight of 0.6 was given to groundwater, 0.2 to both profit and ecology.

Note that this normalization approach may lead to scaled outputs being sensitive to outliers and the range of model outputs. Thus, both pre-aggregated and post-aggregated results were used for exploratory analysis.

2.2 Exploratory Scenario Analysis

The integrated model is used in the context of exploratory scenario analysis. The process broadly involves two phases: scenario development (Section 2.2.1) and scenario analysis (Sections 2.2.2-2.2.4) (Figure 1). For the scenario development, we adapted the Exploratory Modeling and Analysis methodology (Bankes et al., 2013; Kwakkel & Pruyt, 2013) and the Adaptive Robust Design approach (Hamarat et al., 2013), with some modification. The scenario analysis is further separated into identifying patterns (e.g. data distributions, influential variables) (Section 2.2.2), exploring context-specific relationships (Section 2.2.3), and contextual synthesis (Section 2.2.4).
2.2.1 Scenario development

During the scenario development phase we start by identifying the analysis timeframe and scope. In this case study, the emphasis is on medium-term questions relating to management options, within the context of uncertain climate futures and market prices for crops.

The second step is to select key scenario variables based on the analysis scope (i.e. the focal questions for the analysis). Here we use the term “scenario variable" to cover any variable that represents having either future system uncertainties that cannot be controlled (e.g. climate, market), uncertainties in model components and variables (e.g. hydrological modeling errors), or management options that can be employed to potentially change the outcomes (e.g. water saving practices).

The third step is to construct scenario themes for each variable. Here, scenario themes refer to states given to each scenario variable (Figure 1). For example, for the climate variable, there are different ways to construct scenario themes depending on the analysis scoping. The themes can be wet vs. dry climate scenarios, stable vs. highly variable climate scenarios, or current vs. future climate scenarios. In practice, the construction of themes allows us to identify explicit discrete, or a range of values for each scenario variable. A scenario is then formed by combining one theme from each scenario variable as inputs for a model run (Figure 1).

A scenario ensemble is then created to include the full collection of scenarios. In our case, we investigated 13 scenario variables (7 relating to system uncertainty and 6 relating to management/policy options), which generated an ensemble of 16,384 scenarios. The selection of scenario variables and scenario themes is summarized in Section 2.3 with details provided in Supplementary Material B. The selection of scenario variables and the construction of scenario themes often significantly influences the results of scenario analysis (see Section 4.2 for discussion).

At this point it is important also to check the consistency and plausibility of the scenarios (Schoemaker, 1995; Weimer-Jehle, 2006). Checking consistency for each scenario is not always possible, especially when the ensemble is large, as is in this case study. Here we undertook a qualitative assessment of extreme cases to identify inconsistent scenario ensembles (e.g. is it plausible to have a high adoption rate for spray irrigation in a wet climate?). It is also possible to program rules that automatically remove inconsistent scenarios. Here we found no inconsistent scenarios.
The model is then run for each scenario within a scenario ensemble, resulting in multiple outputs in economic and environmental outcomes. These outputs are also aggregated, such as based on different weights to account for the value judgement held by the community in terms of the ensuing trade-offs between the multiple outcomes, as described in Section 2.1.

2.2.2 Identifying patterns

Step 1 of the analysis phase (Figure 1) involves identifying patterns in model results. At this stage the purpose of the scenario analysis is to explore the output space of scenarios, identify patterns or clusters if any, and investigate the main driver(s) of these patterns. Our experience suggests that sometimes management options may not initially seem to have significant impacts on outputs, especially when their impacts are masked by other drivers such as climate. Therefore, the patterns and causes thereof, if identified, can guide us to undertake more detailed context-specific analysis, from which the effectiveness of designing policy and/or research priorities may become more apparent.

We focus on three modeling practices that can be employed for pattern identification: 1) visualizing initial hypotheses, 2) identifying influential variables, and 3) visualizing new hypotheses informed by the influential variables. The initial hypotheses may be derived from general knowledge (e.g. climate is the main driver for the multivariate outputs) and/or past experiences (e.g. increasing water allocation will lead to significantly better results). Visualizing initial hypotheses is a useful approach for initial data exploration and testing those initial hypotheses. This is because visualization allows the use of intuition to explore the data and is sensitive to potential surprises in a way that some statistical methods are not (Fayyad et al., 2002). The outcome of this practice is that existing knowledge and experiences may be contested or confirmed, thereby motivating more in-depth analyses. Identifying influential variables determines which variables should be focused on, and those which can perhaps be ignored within an analysis. This is particularly beneficial when a large number of variables are involved — as is typical in an integrated assessment. Many statistical techniques are available for this identification. We calculated marginal effects of variables because of their ease of interpretation and use with our chosen scenario sampling method. The method is best understood by looking at results (see Section 3.1.2). The outcome of this modeling practice is to suggest new hypotheses informed by data analysis. This new hypothesis is then visualized for confirmation.

2.2.3 Exploring context-specific relationships

In Step 2 of scenario analysis (Figure 1), we explore the output space of the scenarios within a specific context, e.g. dry climate and high prices, and form new hypotheses about the opportunities and/or vulnerabilities of the system within that context. Here we focus on identifying how the variables are influencing outcomes. Many data mining and meta-modeling techniques can be useful for this modeling practice. In our case study, regression tree analyses (Hothorn et al., 2006) were used because some input data were categorical, although other methods can also be useful (see discussion in Section 4.1). Regression tree analysis is a statistical method for non-parametric regression and classification that has been widely used for ecological data (De’Ath & Fabricius, 2000). We used the ctree() function in the party package in R (Hothorn et al., 2006). This method selects the explanatory variable with the strongest association to the response variable, which is measured by a Bonferroni-adjusted p-value. It then implements an optimal binary split in the selected explanatory variable if the p-value is less than a threshold (we used 0.005). For ease of presentation in this paper, we specified the maximum depth of the tree to be 3 levels. The implications of this stopping rule are discussed later.

In our case study we identified values of exploratory variables influencing performance. Two investigations were undertaken, the first selecting biophysical system variables only as exploratory variables and the second focusing on management options only. The regression tree algorithm selects system variables/management options based on their ability to classify outputs. It therefore identifies the combinations of system variables/management options, if any, that result in a range of significantly different performance, from good to bad. This therefore provides more diverse information than simply looking for the combination of exploratory variables that leads to the best result under the worst conditions, i.e. with a max-min optimization.
2.2.4 Contextual synthesis

Finally in Step 3 of the analysis (Figure 1), the findings are reviewed and synthesized. In this step we first focus on identifying solutions that work well in each specific context identified earlier (e.g. a specific climate and market condition). The synthesis then allows us to take the learning from the context-specific solutions and form a new and aggregated “big picture” by bringing the pieces together. In our case, we explored the best combinations of management options to achieve overall outcomes under each different climate, crop market situation and value judgement spectrum, and then looked for similarities – are there common options that are favorable under most of the context situations? These new and aggregated insights are the foundation for re-evaluation of analysis scoping and uncertainty, and the next iteration begins. This practice works well when the solution to a problem is likely to be sensitive to very different underlying conditions or assumptions about the future (e.g. the dry vs. wet climate). By focusing on the specific context first, one avoids trying to solve everything, but focus on parts that work well. The benefits of this practice are two-fold: on the one hand it gives common options that work well in most cases, promoting robust management. On the other hand, the identification of context-specific solutions supports adaptive management in that it provides potential for switching management practices if required, as a means of dealing with uncertainty.

2.3 Selection of scenarios

The variables for scenario analysis include potential key system variables in the model as well as management option variables (Table 1). Scenarios in system variables are associated with uncertainties relating to external and uncontrollable drivers of the environmental and economic outcomes and, just as importantly, limitations in our knowledge. Scenarios in management options relate to interventions that are plausible enough to warrant investigation; for example interventions either by water managers in terms of modifying water allocation rules, or by farmers in terms of improving irrigation water use efficiency and adoption of new technology.

Variables and corresponding themes were selected based on relevant literature (Roberts & Marston, 2011; Rogers & Ralph, 2010; Ticehurst & Curtis, 2015) and the authors’ and model developers’ prior knowledge in the case study area. The variables and their values are further described in Supplementary Material B. Notably, some scenarios are qualitative, such as the requirements of flood duration and groundwater depths, which are represented by an index curve for each categorical expert opinion, and the conjunctive use options, which are defined by a set of rules for each option.

The number of values selected for scenario runs is largely limited by computational capacity to run the complex integrated model, as well as a trade-off between the number of variables we use to generate scenarios and the number of values for each variable. In our case study, a total of 13 variables were selected, generating 16,384 scenarios that took 5 days to run (with Intel Core i5-2400 (3.1GHz) and 8GB RAM). After running the model, the outputs in farm profits, groundwater sustainability and ecological outcomes were each scaled between 0 and 1 based on their respective range, then weighted based on the four types of value judgements. This produced 65,536 outputs.

Note that, consistent with the fit-for-purpose emphasis of bricolage-style analyses, modeling decisions needed to balance what we wanted to test and what could be done considering computational capacity. In other circumstances, we would have further explored climate uncertainty (wet/dry) and gone beyond the four types of value judgements. Implications of the scenario selection are further explained in the Discussion.
Table 1: Scenarios selected in the case study. Descriptions of and references for the integrated model and scenarios variables and values selected are further provided in Supplementary Material A and B, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario type</th>
<th>Spatial scale</th>
<th>Scenario variable</th>
<th>Scenario theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Scenarios in system variables (exogenous uncertainties)** | Regional and above | Climate | • Dry: period represented by lowest historical 10-year mean annual rainfall  
• Wet: period represented by highest historical 10-year mean annual rainfall |
| | Crop market conditions | • Down: crop prices for all the crops drop 20% over 10-year period.  
• Up: crop prices increase by 20% over 10-year period. |
| Catchment | Hydrological modeling | • 50% of modeled flow (overpredicted flow rate)  
• 150% of modeled flow (underpredicted flow rate) |
| | Hydrogeological modeling | • 80% of modeled groundwater level (shallower than modeled)  
• 120% of modeled groundwater level (deeper than modeled) |
| Catchment | River reach | Requirements of flood duration | • Roberts: Duration curve based on Roberts and Marston (2011)  
• Rogers: Duration curve based on Rogers and Ralph (2010) |
| | | Relative importance of flood attributes | • Best guess: weights of 0.5, 0.2 and 0.3 for duration, timing and inter-flood dry period  
• Favour duration: weights of 0.9, 0.05 and 0.05 for duration, timing and inter-flood dry period |
| | | Requirements of groundwater depth | • Best guess: groundwater suitability curve with zero suitability at 12m below ground or more  
• Deep roots: groundwater suitability curve with zero suitability at 15m below ground or more |
| **Scenarios in management options (policy levers)** | Catchment | Maximum surface water allocation* | • Restricted rate: maximum surface water allocation rate = 0.5 times current entitlement  
• Generous rate: maximum surface water allocation rate = 2 times current entitlement |
| | | Maximum groundwater allocation | • Restricted rate: maximum groundwater allocation rate = 0.5 times current entitlement  
• Generous rate: maximum groundwater allocation rate = 2 times current entitlement |
| | | Conjunctive use options | 1. By rain: groundwater allocation linearly related to rainfall  
2. Constant: groundwater allocation rate is constantly 100%  
3. Force fix: within a 5-year cycle, when surface water allocation is less than 100%, allow over-extraction of groundwater but forcefully reduce groundwater allocation in the 5th year to maintain a long term average of 100% allocation rate.  
4. Opportunistic and force fix: similar to ‘force fix’, except that when surface water allocation is high (wet year), the groundwater allocation will also be “fixed” to maintain a long term average of 100% allocation rate. |
| | | Farm | • Min = 50% water use efficiency  
• Max = 80% water use efficiency |
| | | Spray irrigation efficiency | • Min = 70% water use efficiency  
• Max = 90% water use efficiency |
| | | Adoption of spray technology | • Min = 0.5% adoption rate  
• Max = 16.9% adoption rate |

*: The actual annual allocation is calculated based on the level of annual rainfall relative to maximum annual rainfall, and the maximum allocation rates (Eq. 8 in Supplementary Material A).
3. Results and interpretation: insights from the analysis

3.1 Identifying patterns

3.1.1 Visualizing initial hypotheses

In this case study, the initial hypotheses concern the effects of climate and water management options on model outputs. We tested these effects by visualizing the distributions of model outputs for dry and wet climate scenarios, and for different flow allocation options, using the violin and box plots. The plots were generated using the ggplot2 package in R (Wickham, 2009). The box plots show summary statistics and the violin plots show the density of the model output data at different values, which is especially useful when the data are multimodal.

In terms of the climate effect, the plots (Figure 2) indicate that mean annual profits within the sampled scenarios range from $1.4 million to $4 million but the differences across climates are not obvious, likely due to the relatively large proportion of dryland farming in the area. The standard deviation of annual profits also appears to be similar between the wet and dry climate. In contrast, climate seems to have significant impact on the outputs in groundwater, flow, mean annual suitability index for the maintenance of river red gum (RRG), and groundwater depth (Gw depth mean and min).

In terms of the effect of maximum flow allocation, Figure 2 suggests it does not yield significantly different modeled outputs. Only small differences in model outputs are found between the two maximum flow allocation options. Similar results are also found for other management options. This is an indication that factors other than management options may dominate the effect of management.

At this point, it was clear that due to large uncertainties, neither climate scenarios nor management options alone can explain the differences in all model outputs. The attention was thus switched from testing of fixed initial hypotheses to exploring influential variables that will allow the formulation of new hypotheses.

Figure 2: Violin and box plots of the six outputs under two climate conditions (top) and two maximum surface water allocation options (bottom). RRG: river red gum.
3.1.2 Identifying influential variables

To clarify the effect of management and climate in the presence of external uncertainties, marginal effects were calculated. The scenarios form a full factorial sample, i.e. every combination of variables is present, so it is possible to calculate how an output changes in response to a single scenario variable (the marginal effect), keeping all else constant – and repeating this calculation for every combination of other scenario variables. The R code for the marginal effect analysis (and all other analysis in this paper) is freely available from Fu and Guillaume (2018).

Figure 3a shows the distribution of marginal effects of each scenario variable on the mean profit. For the conjunctive use options, it shows the difference between specific pairs of options. To identify influential variables for each different output, we calculate the mean marginal effect of each scenario variable, and express it as a percentage of the maximum (absolute) marginal effect, as shown in Figure 3b.

As one could expect, change in crop price has the largest effect in changing outputs in mean profit (i.e. it is the most influential variable), followed by groundwater and flow allocation (Figure 3a). Several variables do not influence mean profit, and therefore have zero marginal effect. The effect of climate seems less uncertain in this visualization. Whereas Figure 2 shows that the distributions of mean profit for dry and wet climate overlap substantially, we see here that dry climate does have lower profit than wet in most scenarios. This reduction in uncertainty is common after accounting for correlation between variables, here, by keeping all other variables constant, rather than capturing joint probability distributions (Reichert & Borsuk, 2005). Looking at the raw data, it turns out that the exceptions are cases with low groundwater and flow allocations, and the opportunistic and force-fix conjunctive use option, which allows more water to be used in dry than in wet conditions.
Over all six model outputs, climate and crop price change are the most influential variables (Figure 3b). Crop price change mainly impacts profits, while climate mainly impacts other outputs. Maximum groundwater allocation rate and groundwater model uncertainty also seem to be important for the groundwater related outputs. For river red gum flow suitability indices, the climate is most important, followed by uncertainty in the hydrology model.

Given that the focus of this paper is on bricolage, we should highlight here that the first version of the analysis instead used random forest variable importance measures (Jaxa-Rozen & Kwakkel, 2018; Strobl et al., 2007). A reviewer then suggested that analysis of marginal effects is a more direct way of assessing variable importance, given a full factorial sample was available. A bricolage approach necessarily uses the methods that the analyst is aware of and has considered at that point in time. When the analyst becomes aware that a technique was overlooked, they should consider whether it is worthwhile (and still possible) to switch. In our case, switching methods allowed virtually the same variable importance visualization (Figure 3b) to be produced, with reasonable additional effort. But, the marginal effects method is easier to understand and interpret, as certain features of random forests were not needed (recursive partitioning and robustness to overfitting). While we switched methods, it is important to highlight that the bricolage was just as legitimate before the change as after. Legitimacy comes from defensible choices based on the available information rather than from using any supposedly universal “best” practices.

3.1.3 Visualizing new hypotheses

The above analysis suggested that the distributions of the scenario outputs for each climate-market (via crop price) situation should be significantly different, i.e. distinct patterns of scenario outputs can be observed within each climate-market context. Here we visualize this hypothesis for confirmation through distribution plots, and look for new hypotheses through the observation of patterns.

As shown in Figure 4a, in the “wet (climate) and (market) up” situation, most of the outputs receive above average (i.e. 0.5) values, with the exception of the standard deviation of profit, and river red gum flow suitability indices for the maintenance of river red gum. In the “dry and up” situation, farm mean profits are still high, but other outputs such as flow and groundwater indices for river red gum, and groundwater depth (mean and minimum) are all low. High uncertainty is identified for the groundwater index in this situation, indicating potential for further analysis. In the “dry and down” situation, all results are low, and similarly there is high uncertainty for the groundwater index. In the “wet and down” situation, groundwater sustainability obtains good outcomes, as well as the groundwater index, but the flow index outputs are mixed, with the possibility of both above and below average outcomes. As expected, farm profits are low in this scenario, driven by market price.

Figure 4: The violin plots (a) show four clusters of scenario outputs in profits (Profit mean, Profit Std), ecological outcome (RRG flow index, RRG gw index) and groundwater sustainability (Gw depth mean, Gw depth min), identified by climate and crop market. Note the values for each outcome indicator were scaled based on the ranges of that indicator. The density diagrams (b) show the weighted outcomes (including all four weighting options) for each climate and market combination. One set of scenario outputs (contains 6 output variables) in (a) yields four aggregated values (from four weighting options, Section 2.1). Thus (b) has four times the number of data points compared to (a). An aggregated value of 1 in (b) corresponds to the maximum value in all 6 output variables in (a).
While the four clusters of plots are useful in exploring the distributions of multimodal data for multiple indicators, the information may still be seen as complex, especially as the number of indicators increases. This was resolved by aggregating the outputs. One set of scenario outputs produces four aggregated values based on four weighting options (Section 2.1). An aggregated value of 1 corresponds to the maximum value in all six scenario output variables.

The distributions of the aggregated outcomes are shown in Figure 4b. The results reinforce some of the messages conveyed earlier, but with informed simplicity (by reducing it to one dimensional data) without losing multidimensional information. From these distributions of aggregated values one can look for clusters of data that may reflect system vulnerability (indicated by lower aggregated results) or opportunity for improvement (indicated by higher aggregated results) under each climate-market context. For example, in dry climate and good market conditions, there are still opportunities to achieve above average overall outcomes (i.e. with aggregated values greater than 0.5). One question would be whether these above average outcomes can be achieved by interventions or whether they are mainly due to uncertainty in the system?

In summary, analyzing patterns has allowed us to generate meaningful context (in this case the climate-market clusters) and new questions to be answered in this context. In the case study, we identified two questions that require further investigation:

1) Which system variables contribute to the high uncertainty in groundwater suitability for the maintenance of river red gum? In particular, is it mainly due to uncertainty in groundwater modeling or uncertainty in ecological knowledge? This question was motivated by the high uncertainty in groundwater suitability index portrayed in Figure 4a. Answering this question can help prioritize research strategies for the region.

2) In dry climate and good market conditions, if one is at the center of the anthropocentrism-partnership-ecocentrism scale (i.e. equally weighting the different types of outputs), what management options can possibly be taken to achieve higher aggregated outcomes? This question was motivated by the potential opportunity to achieve above average overall outcomes identified in Figure 4b, and can be highly relevant to the development of adaptive management strategies.

We explore these two questions next. Note there are other questions that can be raised, such as how uncertainty in groundwater suitability index is driven by uncertainties in system and management variables. In practice, the questions and priorities that could be further investigated can be informed by engaging stakeholders, such that investigation into management opportunities or system vulnerabilities can be more targeted to local interest. Nevertheless, this bricolage-style analysis exemplifies the constructive decision-aiding approach (Tsoukiás, 2008) whereby the problem formulation becomes part of the analysis outcomes.

3.2 Exploring context-specific relationships

3.2.1 Uncertainty in the groundwater suitability index

To investigate the first question raised in the previous step (Section 3.1.3), the regression tree analysis was used to investigate the effects of key variables on the groundwater suitability index outputs in the dry climate scenario. In this investigation, the groundwater suitability index was used as the dependent variable, and only system variables (as in Table 1) as explanatory variables. With management options excluded as explanatory variables in the analysis (but the datasets associated with management scenarios were still included in the analysis), we intentionally directed the analysis to focus on explaining groundwater suitability outputs using system variables only, thus answering the question of which source of system uncertainty is more important, given uncertainties in market and management options: i.e. groundwater modeling, or knowledge of groundwater depth requirements of river red gum.

The results show that, within the scenario samples, in a dry climate, groundwater uncertainty is the primary variable to split the dataset, followed by the ecological knowledge on groundwater depth requirement of river red gum (Figure 5). This indicates that the primary grouping of the groundwater suitability index depends on uncertainty in the prediction of groundwater depth, and that the uncertainty in ecological knowledge is secondary. The same tree structure was also found in the wet climate scenario (Figure 5). We also note that in the dry climate, when groundwater is actually assumed to be shallower than modeled (i.e. 80%), there is still a
high level of uncertainty in the groundwater suitability index (Nodes 3 and 4 in Figure 5). This indicates that other variables may be important. Further investigation (through further splitting Node 3, and adding management options as explanatory variables in the regression tree analysis) suggested that maximum groundwater allocation rate and conjunctive use options are the key management options to separate the groundwater index values into higher and lower values (not shown here).

Figure 5: Regression tree showing the classification of groundwater suitability outcomes for river red gum for the dry climate scenario, with the wet climate for comparison. The terminal nodes are the classified outcomes displayed as box plots. This highlights the relative effect of gw_uncert and gw_depth_req. Gw_uncert refers to increases and decreases of the modeled groundwater depth by 20%. Gw_depth_req refers to assumptions that river red gum can access groundwater at 12m (best guess) or 15m (deep roots). A p-value of less than 0.001 indicates the binary split produces two significantly different distributions.

3.2.2 Interventions for better overall outcomes

Similarly, to investigate the second question raised in the previous step (Section 3.1.3), regression tree analysis was used to investigate what management options one can undertake to ensure better overall (equally weighted) outcomes are achieved in the dry climate and good market scenarios. In this case, the equally weighted output is the dependent variable, and all other management option variables (as listed in Table 1) are explanatory variables. Note that system variables are not included as explanatory variables, only as uncertain variables within the scenario ensemble. In doing so, one instructs the regression tree analysis to focus on relationships relating to management options, while still incorporating uncertainty introduced by both system variables and management options.

As shown in Figure 6, in dry climate and good market conditions, the tree is first split by maximum groundwater allocation rate, with a lower rate (50%) resulting in better overall weighted outcomes than a higher rate (200%). The left branch of the tree is then split by maximum (surface) flow allocation, and the right branch by conjunctive use options, indicating that flow allocation becomes most important in separating outcomes when the maximum groundwater allocation rate is low; while on the right side, conjunctive use options become important. Looking at the three levels of tree collectively, a combination of lower maximum groundwater allocation rate (50%), higher maximum surface water allocation rate (200%) and higher flood irrigation efficiency (80%) can achieve better overall (equally weighted) outcomes (Node 4), given all other uncertainties investigated - including the adoption of other irrigation approaches or uncertainties in groundwater modeling and ecological knowledge. In contrast, higher maximum groundwater allocation (200%), coupled with more relaxed conjunctive use options (constant, force fix or opportunistic and force fix) and low flood irrigation efficiency (50%), yields the worst overall outcomes (Node 15), considering uncertainties in the system and other management variables.

One advantage of the regression tree analysis is that it identifies a range of option pathways and subsequent output distributions. This information can be valuable for deliberation with stakeholders because the “best” options may not always be desirable (e.g. due to limitations in governance or social factors). The approach offers a less computationally expensive method to weighing different policies than say the stochastic Pareto-optimal approach of Giuliani et al. (2014). The tree helps explore other possible option pathways. For example, if the
option pathway to Node 4 is not desirable (e.g. one does not want to reduce maximum groundwater allocation rate), then the pathway to Node 11 (i.e. high maximum groundwater and flow allocation rates (both 200%) coupled with conjunctive option based on rainfall) is also an attractive option. Note that if one relaxes the stopping rules for the regression tree analysis to allow for more than 3 levels, spray irrigation adoption rate and spray irrigation efficiency variables appear at levels 4 and 5 of the tree (not shown here). As a result, the box plots split further and the median values and ranges shift accordingly, such that additional pathway options can be identified – in this case involving higher water use efficiency technologies such as spray irrigation. However, spray irrigation alone cannot be effective as it relies on the conditions set by the variables identified at the higher levels of the regression tree.

Through the above explorative analysis, we came to the following three findings for the hypothetical case study.

1) Four distinct patterns emerged from scenario analysis of multiple output indicators. The formation of patterns is driven at the highest level by non-controllable variables - climate and market conditions.

2) In terms of ecological outcomes in groundwater suitability for the maintenance of river red gum, uncertainty in modeled groundwater depth has a significant impact on what outcomes can be achieved, while uncertainty in ecological knowledge in the groundwater requirement for river red gum is also important but appears to be secondary to groundwater modeling accuracy with the scenarios used here. This finding sets a research priority for the case study area if one is to reduce the uncertainty in estimating a groundwater suitability index in dry climate conditions.

3) We identified effective collective management options to achieve better overall outcomes in dry climate and good market conditions. Under equal weighting of objectives, this involves change to a combined groundwater and flow allocation policy coupled with a more efficient (80% efficiency) flood irrigation approach.

1) While these findings are useful, there is a need to further explore effective management options in other climate and market contexts, and with other weightings of outcomes in the value judgement spectrum.

3.3 Contextual synthesis

The purpose of this step (at bottom of Figure 1) is to evaluate and summarize a short-list of options to manage water in the case study area under a range of climate and market contexts. The aim was to look for similarities – are there common options that are favorable under most of the context situations? While other approaches could be used, effective management options are considered here to be those that lead to the highest median overall outcome, while being substantially different from other result ranges, as informed by regression tree
analysis. They therefore highlight aspects of management that commonly lead to good performance, rather than identifying “best” management solutions directly.

As summarized in Table 2, the maximum groundwater and surface water allocation rates are the most commonly identified options, followed by high flood irrigation efficiency, particularly for a left and middle accent on the anthropocentrism-partnership-ecocentrism scale. In general, however, there is a conflict in the options chosen for maximum groundwater allocation rate, being between the equal weight and profit-focused groups and the ecology-focused and groundwater-focused groups. The former groups prefer a higher maximum groundwater allocation rate and the latter groups a lower maximum groundwater allocation rate. Commonalities are also found between those of differing value judgement. For example, equal weight, ecology-focused and groundwater-focused groups all prefer lower maximum groundwater and higher maximum flow allocation rates in dry climate and good market conditions. Spray irrigation efficiency and spray irrigation adoption are not as important for any of the climate-market contexts based on the maximum 3-level stopping rules for the regression tree. If more complex combinations are allowed (removing the maximum 3-level stopping rule), then the adoption of high flood irrigation efficiency is sometimes replaced by high spray irrigation adoption and efficiency, but may require the support of particular conjunctive use options (results not shown here).

Table 2: Identified best combination of management options to achieve overall outcomes under different climate (wet or dry), crop market situations (up or down) and value judgements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equal weight</th>
<th>Market up</th>
<th>Market down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>50% + 200% + 80%</td>
<td>50% + 200% + 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>200% + 200% + 80%</td>
<td>200% + 80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit-focused</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Wet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200% + 200% + 80%</td>
<td>200% + 200% + 80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecology-focused</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Wet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50% + 200% + 80%</td>
<td>50% + 200% + 1-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groundwater-focused</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Wet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50% + 200% + 50%</td>
<td>50% + 200% + 50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 or 200% Maximum groundwater allocation (％) 50 or 200% Maximum flow allocation (％)
50 or 80% Flood irrigation efficiency (％) 1-4 Conjunctive options
70 or 90% Spray irrigation efficiency 0.05 or 16.9% Spray irrigation adoption rate

At this point, we found that a maximum flow allocation rate of 200% is one of the most frequently identified options to achieve best possible outcomes under the tested climate and market situations. However, this was not apparent in the initial exploration (Figure 2) when the data were not analyzed for separate climate and market conditions. This phenomenon is illustrated conceptually in Figure 7. Initially, a management option may not seem an obvious choice in terms of achieving ecological and economic outcomes (as in A, i.e. the dots are widely spread depending on other situations). However, it is possible that the outcomes generated from that management option are the best within a specific context (circles in B). That is, within each context (in our case the climate-market situation), the outcomes (dots in B) generated figure 7: Diagram showing (A) ecological and economic outcomes (dot) of a management option; and (B) the outcomes in a specific context (circles).
from that management option are the best. The pattern analysis allows the discovery of the critical context within which best management options can be identified. Visualization techniques such as facets (Kehrer & Hauser, 2013) and small multiples (Tufte, 2001) are examples of contextual-based data analysis.

4. Discussion

4.1 Contributions and limitations of practices

This article has provided an illustrative bricolage-style exploratory scenario analysis of a case study in water allocation options that embodies uncertainty in future conditions and system variables. The method used could be applied to other socio-environmental modeling case studies, either in full or in part. This bricolage approach can be seen as an informal form of multi-method analysis. Six types of mixing approaches have been identified by Moallemi et al. (2018): isolationism, comparison, sequential, enrichment, interaction and integration. Bricolage requires some mixing, so does not fall into ‘isolationism’. It does not result in ‘integration’ because it falls short of providing a new approach. However, other mixing approaches can be employed with the bricolage style analysis.

Our bricolage-style exploratory analysis can be seen as ‘sequential’, with the next step given by the previous step in the story. It consists of (1) a workflow that includes generic steps as illustrated in Figure 1, and (2) techniques used for these steps. The workflow of the analysis was adapted from the Adaptive Robust Design approach (Hamarat et al., 2013) and the Exploratory Modeling and Analysis methodology (Bankes et al., 2013; Kwakkel & Pruyt, 2013). For example, the earlier stages of the workflow were adapted from the Adaptive Robust Design approach (Hamarat et al., 2013), with added components such as scenario consistency checking. The later stages in the Adaptive Robust Design workflow has strong emphasis on defining policy and use of optimization, which is not the purpose of our case study. Therefore, we modified the later stages of the workflow into more generalized steps to align with the Exploratory Modeling and Analysis methodology (Bankes et al., 2013; Kwakkel & Pruyt, 2013), allowing different techniques to be used within these steps, without excluding those used in the Adaptive Robust Design approach (Hamarat et al., 2013).

The steps in scenario analysis involve visualizing hypotheses, identifying influential variables, separately identifying values of system variables and management options influencing outcomes, and identifying context-specific solutions. We now reflect on how our use of methods in each of these steps in turn relates to existing work, and thus shed light on how bricolage can be achieved with other methods or techniques in the context of exploratory analysis.

Visualization is a common scientific tool, and is notably a focus of exploratory techniques like MORDM (Hadka et al., 2015; Kasprzyk et al., 2013). Testing of hypotheses is also an accepted part of scientific practice, and arguably occurs during the use of visualization (Kasprzyk et al., 2014). In this case, we emphasize specifically designing a visualization to check a hypothesis, notably to evaluate expected patterns of performance across subgroups. Visualization is a sufficiently large field that guidance is often required. Being specific about the purpose of visualization helps in its design. Admittedly, a strength of visualizations is that they can also achieve several purposes at once. For example, the exploratory iterative discovery method (Fu et al., 2015) aims to use visualizations that trigger updates to assumptions, interventions and management targets. We suggest that future work could similarly benefit from making explicit the transferable purpose of the visualizations they use. Identifying influential variables is also as known as screening, a specific use of sensitivity analysis (Herman et al., 2015; Saltelli, Tarantola, et al., 2000). It is a common approach to narrow the set of variables considered, notably in parameter estimation. Thus, many sensitivity methods (Norton, 2015) can be applied here, depending on resources and model complexity. In this case, we demonstrate the utility of variable importance calculated using mean marginal effects, which is easy to interpret when using a full factorial sample with mostly two levels for each variable. The visualization using a gridded heat map was shown to effectively capture the effect of multidimensional output indicators and multiple sources of uncertainties.

Identifying the values of system variables affecting outcomes in this case was used similarly to a sensitivity or uncertainty analysis. Prioritization of sources of uncertainty could be achieved by identifying to which source an outcome is more sensitive, or by quantifying the uncertainty contributed by each. The use of regression trees has aspects of both, in that it uses the variables in the order of their effect on uncertainty, and communicates
the resulting uncertainty. Additionally, we consider the effect of the uncertainties in the context of management rather than in isolation, recognizing that prioritization of future research may be influenced by uncertainty in future management.

**Identifying management options resulting in different outcomes** is related to robust optimization and scenario discovery. In principle the “best” outcome could be identified by optimization, and the combinations responsible for specific performance could be identified by scenario discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Lempert et al., 2008). These approaches are central in many existing exploratory analysis such as scenario discovery (within which the Classification and Regression Tree (CART) method may also be employed) (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Lempert et al., 2008), Robust multi-objective optimization (Kwakkel et al., 2015), Info-Gap decision theory (Ben-Haim, 2006), and Robust Decision Making (Lempert & Collins, 2007) require the specification of quantitative objective functions. The Adaptation tipping points (Kwadijk et al., 2010) method does not involve formal optimization, but still needs clear and quantified objectives. In cases where objectives are difficult to define, such as ours, there is value in taking a looser approach, emphasizing exploration of the scenario output space. Arguably, several of the above techniques can also be used in that way. Here, we used regression trees, providing an overview of solutions, yielding a more exploratory visualization that allows comparison of multiple pathways with similar performance. This overview and comparison feature is especially advantageous when the precise intentions of management are still subject to deliberations.

**Identifying context-specific solutions** is related to adaptive management. In this case, the context-specific solutions can be thought of as regime-specific. Climate and market conditions change over time, switching between regimes, and therefore allowing switching between solutions. In the context of water resources management, this idea can be seen in drought restrictions, temporarily reducing water consumption. In parts of Australia, it is already the practice to announce annually varying water allocations, usually starting conservatively and increasing through the season as inflows are received (Chiew et al., 2003). In this case, the focus is on medium-term strategic planning, looking for management options that appear to perform well in different contexts as part of combined strategies. It therefore provides a complementary approach to looking at regime-specific or regime-switching policies.

Our set of methodological practices and the techniques to implement them were selected specifically to be consistent with the idea of an exploratory scenario analysis. The underlying motivation was that uncertainty can be and has been used as an excuse to contest model results. The practices used emphasize general insights that the analyst can then follow up, and the techniques used can be explicitly tied back to the specific scenario ensemble generated. The interpretation of the results therefore depends on how the analyst’s audience perceives that scenario ensemble. If the scenario ensemble were actually assumed to represent real uncertainty, then the results would become actual recommendations, for example, regarding design of management solutions and future research priorities. In this case, we do not know if scenarios actually do span the space of possibilities, and they probably do include implausible cases. The next step is therefore to test these hypotheses with stakeholder knowledge and design of future research, which is not covered in this paper. It is important to treat the results as just one input into decision making, and for the analyst to emphasize the assumptions on which the results depend when communicating them.

As a method alone, the particular steps documented in this study’s workflow are not new; it is possible that people have gone through similar processes in their own work. However, we argue that it is a loss for the modeling community that there is no recognized way for the various workflows that are performed privately to be shared. Mechanisms to share workflows have been setup in other fields, e.g. the life science methods repository (https://www.protocols.io) and the methods oriented Elsevier journal MethodsX. These kinds of mechanisms, however, are better suited to experimental procedures than to exploratory scenario analyses. Experimental procedures are often time consuming and have physical requirements (e.g. materials and equipment) and well-defined outcomes. In contrast, exploratory scenario analyses are mainly limited by computing power and analyst knowledge, and are, by definition, exploratory, without a consistent outcome, such that describing full workflows is not an effective means of sharing know-how. In illustrating what a bricolage-style analysis can look like, we hope to raise awareness of the differences compared to sharing canonical methodologies, and the need for research publishing to tackle their unique characteristics.

One key difference between bricolage-based and traditional canonical recipes of exploratory analysis is that the latter are more easily evaluated by the reader – they are easily recognised by the community such that less
effort is needed to check whether the recipe has been applied correctly. Such prior knowledge is not as easy to apply when evaluating bricolage-based methods, which may make them appear more difficult to follow and understand. A historical preference for developing and sticking to canonical, standardized methods is understandable. However, this bias needs to be fought in order to maintain the innovation necessary for successful exploratory analyses – a canonical recipe was just as valid the first time it was used, even though it was at the time new and unfamiliar. It is therefore important that peer review processes make the effort to help the author improve the understandability of their bricolage-based analysis, rather than simply encouraging them to switch to more familiar, easy to understand methods. Knowledge management technologies may provide assistance in future, notably regarding supporting traceability of the analysis and tracking provenance of data and assumptions (Gil et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). These techniques are also likely to be useful in understanding the application of canonical recipes, especially for complicated situations, with large integrated models and many data inputs and outputs.

4.2 Limitations of the case study and future work

An important analysis choice we made in this case study was the selection of scenario variables and themes during the scenario development phase. The selection was largely informed by research questions and expert opinion, but a trade-off was made to balance what we wanted to test and what can be done considering computational capacity due to the long run time associated with the complex integrated model. In this case study, a total of 13 variables were selected. Except for the ‘conjunctive use options’ variable (which has four themes), all other variables contain two themes each. This seemingly small number of scenario variables and themes resulted in an ensemble of 16,384 scenarios (212x4), and about 5 days to complete model runs on a desktop. Adding just one additional scenario variable of 2 themes will double the run time. This is especially a challenge for integrated or complex models when run time is not trivial due to the inclusion of multiple components and their feedbacks. Computational efficiency could be improved to ease the restrictions on scenario selection by parallel and cloud computing (D’Angelo & Marzolla, 2014; Hu et al., 2015). However, regardless of computational efficiency, there will always be an infinite number of scenarios that can be used for exploratory scenario analysis. It is fundamental in exploratory scenario analysis to apply appropriate strategies in the sampling of the scenario space, and to explicitly communicate the implications in understanding the results (Bankes, 1993).

In this case study, the motivation of the exploratory scenario analysis was to explore the implications of candidate management and policy options in the agricultural landscape given perceived uncertainties, so that water management and/or research priorities can be identified to improve environmental and socio-economic outcomes. As a result, all management-related variables in the integrated model were selected first. Then some variables relating to biophysical systems were selected based on what we thought the important sources of uncertainties could be in evaluating outcomes, which was informed by expert and stakeholder knowledge and evaluation of component models by the component modelers. In terms of model themes, we focused on the extreme cases when possible, intending to span a broad range of future scenarios, including some that would be considered unlikely, but not impossible. There are several implications of this scenario selection approach.

Firstly, there are many other variables that are either not included in the model (e.g. water carryover rules from season to season, water trading) or are included in the model but not tested (e.g. crop water requirements). Therefore, what we conclude from the exploratory exercise is only valid in the context where those untested variables remain unchanged. If some variables become a point of interest and/or expect to change in the future, then a new round of scenario development and exploratory scenario analysis should be undertaken.

Secondly, instead of testing individual parameters in the hydrology and groundwater models, we modified the flow and groundwater depth outputs uniformly to represent uncertainty in overestimating or underestimating flows and groundwater depth. This simplified approach to characterizing those uncertainties has the advantage of reducing the number of scenarios substantially and the amount of computation. Although uniformly increasing or decreasing groundwater depth can be acceptable due to the relatively low variation of groundwater depth in the system, this simplification can be problematic for flows. Better flow adjustment functions can be derived to differentiate the uncertainty in high and low flows.

Thirdly, only a limited number of themes were tested for the selected scenario variables. Some themes reflect contested categorical options (e.g. different opinions in the groundwater requirements of river red gum), and
some capture extreme cases (e.g. the wettest and driest climate periods). We must stress that this sampling strategy strongly influenced the resulting distributions and regression tree analysis. The conclusions of exploratory scenario analysis only apply to the dataset comprised of these themes. Additional or different themes may (or may not) result in different patterns and relationships. In addition, the results are also influenced by the ranges selected for the variables; and thus they are the assumptions that need to be revisited with stakeholders when communicating the results. Given improved computational capacity, sampling quantitative scenario variables continuously would have allowed finer grained understanding of how assumptions influence results. Investigation into the potential impact of scenario sampling strategies on the results of scenario analysis is warranted in future studies. However, selection of alternative scenario sampling strategies still need to be fit-for-purpose, e.g. fitting the narratives or mental models of the stakeholders who may use the insights generated from the analysis for deliberations.

Fourthly, there are many factors that influence the path of an analysis (including scenario selection) that outcomes should probably always be considered path dependent (Lahtinen et al., 2017). Rather than aiming for an “eye of god” objectivity, an exploratory analysis takes the perspective that it is up to the analysts to judge whether they consider the underlying assumptions plausible. The analysis only shows the consequences of those assumptions. This is why we explicitly focused on a context in which an analyst is preparing to give expert advice – they have both necessary understanding of their audience, and the time and knowledge to evaluate the assumptions themselves.

In addition to scenario selection, the selection and formulation of indicators are also important in understanding the results of exploratory scenario analysis (Fu et al., 2017). In this case study, the indicators took the form of 10-year annual summaries (e.g. mean annual profit), then scaled from 0 to 1 based on their ranges. In doing so, we assume that 1) other temporal variations (e.g. daily, monthly, seasonally, annually with shorter period of time) are not important in evaluating outcomes to inform water management and/or research priority; and 2) it is the relative outcomes (proportional to the best outcome) that are important and not absolute outcomes or other forms of formulation. If these assumptions are challenged, then new analysis should be undertaken using updated indicators.

As a proof of concept in integration and exploratory scenario analysis, the case study and integrated model provide a useful platform in that they capture some of the key elements to address water management issues in agricultural landscapes, namely the inclusion of interconnected hydrology and groundwater systems and their connections with farm systems and riverine ecosystems. Valuable insights (e.g. effective combination of management options in different contexts) were gained through exploratory scenario analysis that could not be obtained without the integration framework. We must stress that, like any other studies attaining insights (as opposed to obtaining objective results), the outcomes are path dependent (Lahtinen et al., 2017). In a bricolage context, the analyst has deliberately selected particular techniques because they were easy to apply and reason with. After the analysis, it may be possible to reflect and find another technique that supports, contrasts or complements the conclusions, but it is not possible to go back in time, only to draw lessons for the future. This highlights the important role of the analyst’s background in shaping a bricolage-style analysis. While in principle, a comparison with competing methods can demonstrate the value add of an analysis, the very act of doing so would change the bricolage context. Admittedly, comparison could still be made by trying to take differences in context into account, but this is beyond the scope of this study.

5. Conclusion

Exploratory modeling and scenario analysis are useful tools to analyze policy and management options that are characterized by deep uncertainties. In this paper, we used a case study to demonstrate how a bricolage-style exploratory scenario analysis can be applied using modeling practices and techniques. The case study is representative of a typical agricultural landscape in the Murray-Darling Basin in Australia, and involves the integration of hydrology, groundwater, ecology, policy and farm systems. Three high level analysis practices were used: identifying patterns, exploring context-specific relationships, and contextual synthesis. These practices were implemented using a range of methods: visualization, regression tree analysis and analysis of marginal effects.
Through the exploratory scenario analysis, it was demonstrated how new hypotheses and insights were generated and evolved. We found that the environmental and economic outcomes were not dominated by any single variable, and that the effectiveness of management options was not apparent. Through identifying patterns we found climate and market conditions as the main drivers of these outcomes. Through exploring context-specific relationships we discovered that groundwater uncertainty is more important than ecological knowledge for groundwater requirement of river red gum species, and that a certain combination of water allocation rules and flood irrigation efficiency is important in achieving better outcomes under dry climate and good market conditions. Through contextual synthesis we found effective combinations of management options under each of the different climate, market and value judgement conditions, and observed that flow allocation is the common effective management option across all situations.

The bricolage approach exemplifies the value of creating “stories” or narratives through scenario analyses, rather than aiming to provide definitive answers or optima when uncertainty is rife. This allows end users to make the final decision as to what underlying assumptions should be accepted, and whether uncertainties have been sufficiently explored. In discussing the usefulness of exploratory scenario analysis and the use of various modeling practices, we emphasized the importance of stating the assumptions of the modeling and analysis, and how these assumptions provided context under which the conclusions of the exploratory scenario analysis are valid.

The perspective presented in this paper was echoed by reviewer comments, that they had performed similar exploratory analyses, that they would have used a different set of methods, that the workflow is not sufficiently distinct to be published as a “new method”, and that it is difficult for this kind of analysis to be published other than as a site-specific case study. Bricolage presents a paradox: everybody does it and everybody finds it useful, but we force ourselves to only publish transferable “methods”, such that know-how about how to do bricolage is gained mainly by learning by doing, rather than by learning from others. While we are far from having a solution to this problem, this article aims to show that it is a problem worth solving.
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